Call for
#Local4Action HUBs

Focus on Least Developed
Countries membership

Join the global
acceleration for the
implementation of
the 2030 Agenda!
Local4Action
HUBs
by UCLG

— Has your city, local
government, or region
developed innovative
policies and programs to
advance on the creation of
sustainable, fair, and equal
territories?

— Do you have a proposal
for project already defined
implementing the SDGs?
Does it respond to the
dreams and expectations
of your citizens and
communities, while
advancing Global Agendas
and building on UCLG’s
values and principles?

— Do you believe that your
experience can inspire
and help other LRGs to
define similar policies, and
demonstrate the important
role of LRGs in achieving a
more sustainable planet?

Join the Global platform by generating
your own initiative on Local4Action HUBs!
Local and regional governments are at the forefront of the
implementation of the 2030 Agenda. As such, all Local4Action HUBs
are contributing to the triple impact of Localization:

Local-Global
Contribute to the global
conversation on sustainability from a grounded reality while bringing a Global
Label to the local level.

Acceleration
Accelerate implementation
of global agendas through
networked localization efforts
in the UCLG community.

Synchronization
Increase opportunities for
collaboration and synchronization
and new ways for members/
partners/constituencies to relate
to each other.

What can my city/region
gain by leading a
Local4Action HUB initative?

How can I apply for/
propose a Local4Action
HUB initiative?

• Join an active global community of
cities and regions contributing to the
achievement of the 2030 Agenda.

1 Submit your proposal through fulfilling
this google form (proposals may be
submitted in English, Spanish and French).

• Be recognized through a branded
label, and gain visibility for your city and
policies through regional and international
exchanges, and UCLG’s advocacy work and
communications strategy.
• Be listed between the cities and regions
that will be highlighted during the annual
forum “Venice City Solutions 2030”.
• The Local4Action HUBs selection
process will be articulated with the Venice
City Solutions 2030 Forum: the selected
experiences will be presented in Venice and
accompanied during the preparation to this
year’s edition, building together specific
tools for visibility of the local action towards
SDG implementation.

2 Deadline for submission:
1st September 2021
Responses: applicants can expect
information on the outcome of their
application beginning from the 30th of
July on.
3 A second set of questions will be
sent after the definition of the initiative
proposed by the members for the
operationalization of the Local4Action HUB.
4 Launching of the Local4Action HUB

For specific questions, comments,
or concerns, please write to
Local4ActionHUBs@uclg.org
We would like to thank you in advance for your
leadership during this implementation decade, and
your willingness to share, connect and strengthen
local initiatives.
For more information on Local4Action HUBs,
please see the Local4Action HUBs website:
www.local4actionhubs.uclg.org
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